
Climate change is the biggest problem the world
faces, but mitigating it is also the biggest
investment opportunity of our lifetime -
GLCLIMUN represents the companies in line with
this unprecedented value creation.

iClima has a unique stewardship vision.
GLCLIMUN will VOTE & ENGAGE with
companies to work towards a future where,
for example, solar panels are made of solar
energy and are fully recycled.
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To represent the companies that are leading climate change
mitigation. We can move our economies away from BAU high
emission transportation, energy, food, and heat. GLCLIMUN
is in line with innovations that are reshaping our world.

What is GLCLIMUN’s purpose?

The BEST WAY to reduce carbon in the atmosphere 

is by NOT EMITTING in the first place

Green revenue and Potential Avoided Emissions, in 
Gigatons of CO2e. The delta between high emissions BAU 

and the lower emissions in the GLCLIMUN set of solutions. 

What are GLCLIMUN’s key metrics?

A portfolio approach, a ‘one stop shop’ of owning
the relevant solutions. GLCLIMUN has over 160
companies in a modified equal weight. It is not only
about gases. GLCLIMUN incorporates S and G
indicators when screening companies.

What makes GLCLIMUN so robust?

It is BALANCED | It is COMPREHENSIVE | It is HOLISTIC ESG

The Transition towards NetZero is accelerating.
We are reshaping our economy towards sustainability & low emissions.

Be part of the world reimagined.

No ESG black box scorecards | No usual FAANG/MAMAA and banks | No lack of clear key metrics

What CLMA is not?

GLCLIMUN is a refreshing & transparent approach

RULES based, DATA driven

TELEPRESENCE | HEAT PUMPS | SMART METERS | SMART THERMOSTATS | FUEL CELLS | PLANT BASED DIET
ELECTRIC MICRO-TRANSPORTATION | EV CHARGERS | RIDE SHARING | ELECTROLYSERS | RECYCLING SOLUTIONS
WIND GENERATION | SOLAR GENERATION | RENEWABLE EQUIPMENT | LONG DURATION ENERGY STORAGE
GREEN HYDROGEN | BATTERY RECYCLING | BUILDING INSULATION | ENERGY EFFICIENCY | SMART GRID | LOCAL
SOLAR | GREEN FINANCE | VEHICLES 2 GRID | VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS | WATER EFFICIENCY | POLLUTION CONTROL

Electricity being produced at the point of
consumption. It means local energy, solar
rooftops & associated batteries epitomize the
solution.

What is Smart Energy?

AI, 5G and IoT make possible the optimization
and management of these decentralized &
distributed renewable assets like we have
never been able to do before.

Renewable energy is at the core of Smart
Energy, underpinning both the generation of
local electricity as well as in the storage of it.

Why is Smart Energy taking off?

Because solar & batteries are not fuels, they are
technologies. They have benefited from economies of
volume and are now at a price point that makes
“local solar” price competitive vis-à-vis utility
supplied electricity.

GLDGENER is unique in many ways. No other
ETF represents the companies making Vehicles
to Grid (V2G), Virtual Power Plants (VPPs), EV
Charging Network, Microgrids and Local Solar a
reality.

What companies are in GLDGENER that make it so unique?

DeFi (Decentralized Finance) is an emerging
digital financial infrastructure, removing central
financial institutions from transactions.

Similarly, DeGen (Decentralized Renewable
Generation) is disrupting the dated power grid.

GLDGENER represents the convergence of
deflationary, decarbonizing technologies.
Consumers of electricity are becoming
‘ProSumers’.

The current energy crisis will persist. Energy
efficiency and local solar & battery are the only
short term solutions.
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Consumers of electricity want security of supply and predictable cost. Producing electricity
at point of consumption is now price competitive, and the technologies are deflationary.

The grid of the future is here.


